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ABSTRACT
A Layer 2 Protocol to Protect the IP Communication in a Wired Ethernet Network
Reiner Augusto Campillo Terrero
Supervising Professor: Dr. Tae Oh
The IP protocol is the preferred data communication mechanism used nowadays. Data
encapsulated using IP can be compromised if it is sent in clear text or without integrity
protection, and even using known protocols to protect the confidentiality, integrity and
authenticity of this data, the EtherType field of the Ethernet frames and the header of the
IP packets in a wired Ethernet network still remain exposed opening possibilities for an
attacker to gain knowledge of the network, cause a denial of service attack or steal
information.
In this thesis, we propose a new protocol that protects the confidentiality, integrity and
authenticity of the IP communication in a wired Ethernet network. This new protocol
operates in the layer 2 of the OSI model, and for each Ethernet frame, it encapsulates the
EtherType field and the entire IP packet into a new PDU structure that is partially
encrypted. Integrity and authenticity are assured by an HMAC value or a digital signature
calculated over the entire frame. We ran several tests to analyze the security characteristics
and performance impact of our proposed solution; the results of these tests demonstrate
that all traffic is effectively protected and that an attacker or eavesdropper wouldn’t know
the type of protocols, IP addresses or any other data travelling across the network. It is also
demonstrated that under certain conditions, performance is not highly impacted and is
feasible to protect the network communication with our new protocol.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1. INTRODUCTION
The IP protocol is one of the key elements that make communication possible in
today’s data networks; its main purpose is to provide an addressing mechanism for the
delivery of data between two hosts regardless of their physical location [1]. Data
communicated using this protocol is encapsulated into IP packets [2] that, in their basic
structure, are sent over the network in clear text allowing any eavesdropper to read the
entire content of what has been transmitted; moreover, the IP communication was designed
without taking into consideration any need of confidentiality [3], and by default, all data
transmission between two hosts can be compromised.
Known protocols, as for example TLS, SSH and IPSec, have been developed to protect
the confidentiality and integrity of the information transmitted over IP [4], but fail to offer
this protection to the header of the IP packets leaving it exposed in clear text and opening
possibilities for an attacker to gain knowledge of the network, disrupt the communication
or steal information. In the case of wireless Ethernet networks, this problem has been
thoroughly approached, and protocols such as WPA and WPA2 were developed as a
solution to protect the confidentiality and integrity of the entire IP packets, including the IP
header and the transmitted data [5]; however, the problem is still present in wired Ethernet
networks. In order to protect the entire IP communication in these networks, it is necessary
to increase security at the OSI’s layer 2 level by offering confidentiality protection to the
EtherType field of the Ethernet frame and the encapsulated IP packet, and integrity
protection to the entire Ethernet frame.
Some solutions have been proposed to address the lack of confidentiality and/or
integrity of the transmitted data over wired Ethernet networks. The PPP Encryption
Control Protocol, for example, defines a standard method to encrypt the information in a
PPP link, but it doesn’t specify any method to protect the integrity or authenticity of the
transmitted data, providing only confidentiality protection [6]. Another solution was
proposed by Dr. Kwei Tu [7] providing authentication, integrity, confidentiality and replay
attack protection at the link layer level to the communication between two nodes; however,
his solution is tied only to AES as the encryption algorithm and HMAC-SHA-2 as the
hashing algorithm; it doesn’t provide flexibility to use other algorithms. The IEEE also
1
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proposed a solution with the standard IEEE 802.1AE called MACSEC [8] and provides
confidentiality, integrity and authenticity protection at the layer 2 level; however, its
implementation can represent a huge investment in new hardware, limiting the scenarios
where it can be implemented. Another solution was proposed by Yves Igor Jerschow,
Christian Lochert, Bjorn Scheuermann and Martin Mauve [9] with a protocol called
Cryptographic Link Layer (CLL) which provides authentication, integrity, confidentiality
and replay attack protection to the IP packets in the link layer; however, this protocol
strongly relies on digital certificates to authenticate hosts. In addition, encryption of data is
optional and doesn’t include ARP, broadcast or DHCP packets.
In this thesis, we propose a new layer 2 protocol called Packet Security Protocol (PSP)
to protect the confidentiality, integrity and authenticity of the IP communication in a wired
Ethernet network. Our proposed solution is designed for flexibility, allowing the use of
multiple encryption and hashing algorithms as well as multiple digital certificate standards.
When protecting data with PSP, the ethertype field of the Ethernet frame is replaced with a
new value that indicates the PSP protocol; the protected data is then encapsulated into a
new PDU structure that includes the original ethertype field of the Ethernet frame and the
entire IP packet, both encrypted with a symmetric key, and an integrity check value that
can be either an HMAC value or a digital signature calculated over the entire Ethernet
frame. Our proposed protocol also includes multiple options to protect the communication
against reply attacks.
To demonstrate the proof of concept of our solution, we will develop a program in C++
that implements the new protocol in a Linux operating system. This demonstration will be
based on a methodology consisting of two parts. First, we will analyze the security of our
proposed protocol by performing different attacks to compromise the communication
between two hosts, and later, we will protect the same communication with our solution;
we will also analyze the impact on security caused by the use of different modes of
operation of a block cipher. Second, we will run multiple tests to 7 different protocols to
measure the performance of the network and the performance of the hosts using our
proposed solution.
The results of our experiments will have a clear answer to the following questions:
2
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1. What are the real consequences of leaving the IP header unprotected in a wired
Ethernet Network?
2. When encrypting information, what is the impact caused by different modes of
operation of a block cipher in terms of security?
3. Is the network and host performance highly impacted when protecting the
confidentiality and integrity of the entire IP packet?
4. Is it convenient for any kind of scenario to offer such level of protection?
The main contribution of this thesis is to present a new protocol that protects the
confidentiality, integrity and authenticity of the entire IP packets in a wired Ethernet
network and is also flexible to be used by any host, under any networking scenario.
The rest of this work is presented in the following order: Chapter 2 thoroughly
elaborates on the problem statement. Chapter 3 gives a broad explanation about the related
work. Chapter 4 presents all details of the proposed solution. Chapter 5 talks about the
implementation process, including the methodology and tests used for our experiments.
Chapter 6 presets the results of the experiments, a security and performance analysis of our
proposed protocol, and the answer to all the questions formulated in this chapter. Chapter 7
presents the general conclusions and the future work.
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2. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Several mechanisms and protocols have been developed to protect the confidentiality
and integrity of the IP communication. An example of these protocols is IPsec, a suit of
protocols that provides mechanisms to protect the confidentiality, integrity and authenticity
of the payload of an IP packet. It also can, in its tunnel mode, encapsulate the entire IP
packet (header + payload), add a new unencrypted IP header, and prevent the original
header information from being exposed [10].
In a wireless Ethernet network, the header and payload of an IP packet is encrypted and
integrity protected at the OSI’s layer 2 level using protocols such as WPA and WPA2 [5]
preventing unauthorized users from understanding the frames traveling across the network.
This scenario is different in a wired Ethernet network because existing security protocols,
as for example IPsec, SSH or TLS, can protect the transmitted data; however, this
protection occurs in the network and upper layers of the OSI model [4], leaving the
EtherType field of the Ethernet frames and the header of the IP packets exposed in clear
text absent from any confidentiality and integrity protection. To better understand this
problem, it is necessary to talk about layered models.
Data communication between two hosts is based on the OSI and the TCP/IP layered
models [11]. If a layer is protected but then encapsulated into a less secure layer, a weak
link in the security of the communication is created giving the attackers the possibility to
gain knowledge of the network, disrupt the communication, cause a denial of service,
impersonate one of the involved parties or steal information. This is exactly the existing
problem in wired Ethernet networks. The IP protocol operates at the layer 3 or Internet
layer of the TCP/IP model [1]; In order to protect the entire IP communication, it is
necessary to increase security at the layer 2 level by offering confidentiality protection to
the ethertype field of the Ethernet frame and the encapsulated layer 3, and integrity
protection to the entire Ethernet frame. To demonstrate this statement, we’ll generate in
chapter 6 an attack that will allow us to gain access to an SSH server by exploiting a
vulnerability of a layer 2 protocol; we will later neutralize this attack by protecting the
communication with our proposed solution. We also make reference to Kenneth G.
Paterson and Arnold K. L. Yau [12] who demonstrated 3 types of attacks that allow
4
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compromising the information transmitted over an IPSec tunnel using ESP encryption
without integrity protection. Ventzislav Nikov [13] also demonstrated a DoS attack against
an encryption only IPsec ESP without integrity protection. These attacks are possible
because attackers can have access to an unencrypted IP header and can tamper the captured
packets because these are not integrity protected. With a full encryption of the EtherType
field and the encapsulated IP packets in the data link layer or layer 2, these specific attacks
could be avoided even if the IPsec ESP doesn’t have integrity protection.
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3. RELATED WORK
Research and development of protocols and technics to protect, in the layer 2 of the
OSI model, the confidentiality or integrity of the information transmitted over a wired
network expands to several solutions that, to our understanding, don’t offer a complete
protection to the information.
The Point to Point Protocol (PPP) is a well-known solution used to transmit other
protocol’s packets in a point to point link. Several methods have been defined to increase
the functions of this protocol, including the ability to encrypt the entire encapsulated
packet as specified in the PPP Encryption Control Protocol (ECP) [6]. This protocol
defines a standard method to encrypt information in a PPP link and is open to any
encryption algorithm, but it doesn’t specify any method to protect the integrity or
authenticity of the information being transmitted, providing only confidentiality protection
[6]. Another disadvantage of the ECP protocol is that it can be used just after the Link
Establishment Phase and the Authentication Phase of the PPP protocol, and not before. It
means that an attacker can sniff the entire Link establishment phase of PPP in clear text
and send multiple attacks to avoid a successful link negotiation.
Any protection to the information transmitted in a PPP link must be done through
additional protocols. Confidentiality protection is achieved through ECP, but
authentication protection must be done through different authentication protocols that can
send the information in clear text or as a cryptographic hash. The big flaw of PPP and ECP
is that there isn’t a defined protocol to protect the integrity of the information [6][14]. It
means that an attacker can manipulate and modify the data and the receiving end won’t
realize that it was modified.
Other defined protocols to protect encapsulated traffic in a PPP link are PPP TripleDES Encryption (PPP-3DES) and Microsoft Point to Point Encryption (MPPE). The first
uses 3DES as encryption algorithm, and the second uses the RC4 encryption algorithm, but
both protocols are affected by the PPP and ECP design flaws mentioned in the paragraphs
above [6][14][15]. In the case of Microsoft Point to Point Encryption, the RC4 encryption
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algorithm is vulnerable to key attacks and an attacker can retrieve the key, just as
demonstrated by Fluhrer, Mantin and Shamir [16].
Dr. Kwei Tu [7] proposed a protocol to provide authentication, integrity,
confidentiality and replay attack protection at the link layer level to the communication
between two nodes. This protocol uses a shared secret data and time codes between the
communicating devices. It also uses HMAC-SHA-2 as the only algorithm for data
authentication, integrity and session key generation; and AES as the only data encryption
protocol. Dr. Tu explains the implementation of this protocol on a CCSDS (Consultative
Committee on Space Data Systems) Data format but does not specify if it could be used to
protect Ethernet, PPP or any other layer 2 protocol. Dr. Tu’s solution is limited to only one
encryption and hashing algorithm. His protocol is limited to the vulnerabilities found on
the only algorithm it uses. It also uses time codes for the communication which could be
either convenient or not depending on the scenario where it is implemented.
The IEEE developed the IEEE 802.1AE standard known as the media access control
security (MacSec) standard for local and metropolitan area networks. It provides
confidentiality and integrity protection to trusted network hosts. MacSec uses the terms
Mac Security Entity (SecY) to define the host or network element that uses MacSec, and
Secure Association Key (SAK) to define the secret key used between two hosts that have
established a Secure Association [8]. Even though MacSec defines encryption and integrity
protection, it has to rely on the standard IEEE 802.1X-2010 for authentication and key
management [17].
MacSec combined with IEEE 802.1X-2010 offers a good protection to the layer 2
frames; however, it must be supported by the physical hardware of the network including
network switches. This condition may force to make investment in new hardware, limiting
the number of scenarios where it can be adopted.
Yves Igor Jerschow, Christian Lochert, Bjorn Scheuermann and Martin Mauve [9]
proposed a protocol called Cryptographic Link Layer (CLL) which provides
authentication, integrity, confidentiality and replay attack protection to the IP packets in
the link layer. The Cryptographic Link Layer relies on digital certificates and HMAC
7
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values to authenticate the frames transmitted by a host. In the case of digital certificate, it
binds the Mac and IP address of the host and the receiver can always validate the
authenticity of the frame based on these parameters.
CLL encapsulates the IP packet and adds a new header and a HMAC value or digital
signature to the protected frame. It works in the following way: When a host needs to
communicate with another host, it must use the ARP protocol to map the MAC and IP
address. These ARP packets have a nonce and a timestamp and are authenticated using a
digital certificate issued by a certificate authority. The next step is to establish a security
association between both hosts. In this stage, hosts negotiate different security parameters
and a common symmetric key to calculate the HMAC of the frames and use this value to
authenticate and protect the integrity of the frames instead of using digital certificates.
Hosts can optionally decide to encrypt the IP packet as well.
We consider CLL to have the closest approach to a complete and efficient protection of
the IP packet at the data link layer level in a wired Ethernet network; however, it has
certain limitations that can result in an administrative burden to the network administrator.
It also has other disadvantages that can allow an attacker to gain knowledge of the
network, especially all information contained in the IP headers of the packets, and find new
ways to disrupt the communication and compromise the data.
CLL uses timestamps to protect the ARP and security association packets from reply
attacks. It also relies exclusively on digital certificates to authenticate ARP, DHCP and
broadcast packets and doesn’t include another way to authenticate these. CLL is not open
to disable timestamps or digital certificates, which requires the network to have a
certificate authority and a way to keep all hosts with their clocks synchronized. These two
requirements, depending on the scenario, can significantly increase the administrative tasks
of the network.
CLL offers optional confidentiality protection. Data is transmitted in clear text, and
even if an encryption algorithm is used to encrypt the IP packet, the packet type field is
always exposed in clear text. Something to note about CLL is that only unicast IP packets
can be encrypted, and it occurs only after two hosts have established a security association.
8
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CLL doesn’t offer the option to encrypt ARP, DHCP or broadcast packets which, in
addition to exposing the packet type field in clear text, allows eavesdroppers to always
know the type of traffic that is being transmitted and the IP addresses and all other fields of
the IP header of the packets. This exposed information can open new possibilities for
attackers to negatively impact the network.
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4. PACKET SECURITY PROTOCOL
In this thesis, we propose the creation of a new data link protocol that will provide a
secure transmission preserving the confidentiality, integrity and authenticity of the
information sent over a wired Ethernet network. From this point on, we will refer to our
proposed protocol as Packet Security Protocol or PSP.
We designed PSP considering the following characteristics:


It must provide a mechanism to protect the confidentiality, integrity and
authenticity of the information being transmitted.



It must protect the communication from replay attacks.



It must act as a security layer regardless of the network protocol being used.



It must encrypt the information contained in all fields of the header of the used
communication protocol.



It must not send relevant information in clear text at any time.



It must support multiple hashing and encryption algorithms.



It must support multiple digital certificate standards.



It must be completely open to allow a network administrator to choose the security
parameters used to protect the communication.



It must be compatible with existing network equipments.

The ethertype field of an Ethernet frame and the header of the IP communication
protocol in its versions IPv4 and IPv6 are transmitted in clear text even if the entire IP
packet is encrypted and tunneled by any known network security protocol. This lack of
protection makes the transmitted information more vulnerable to any kind of attack.
As a way to protect the IP communication and avoid attacks based on information
disclosed by any field in clear text, packet injection or data tampering, PSP encrypts the
ethertype field and the whole network packet and encapsulates it into a new protocol data
unit (PDU) that contains a new header, the encrypted data and an integrity check value
calculated for the entire layer 2 frame.
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Figure 4.1. Traditional Layer 2 vs. PSP Encapsulation

A general overview of the traditional layer 2 encapsulation vs. the PSP encapsulation is
depicted in Figure 4.1. Taking the OSI model as a reference in a regular data network
communication, layer 3 packets are encapsulated into a layer 2 frame and then transmitted
over a physical medium. PSP respects and works together with the traditional
encapsulation process, but instead of encapsulating the network packet directly into a layer
2 frame, it is first encapsulated into the PSP Protocol Data Unit, and then this PSP PDU is
encapsulated into a layer 2 frame before being transmitted over a physical medium.
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4.1. PDU Structure
The PSP Protocol Data Unit (PDU) is composed of 3 sections: clear text header,
encrypted payload and integrity check value.

Figure 4.2. PSP Protocol Data Unit Structure

Each section of the Packet Security Protocol PDU structure, along with the fields they
contain, is shown in Figure 4.2.
The clear text header has information about the PSP version and the different security
parameters used to protect the data. It contains 3 mandatory fields and 2 others that are
optional:


Version (3 bits): It Indicates the PSP version. The Packet Security Protocol
proposed in this thesis is version 0.



Security Flags (5 bits): This field contains 4 bits that indicate the reply attack
protection mechanism, confidentiality and integrity protection of the encapsulated
data. There is a fifth bit that is reserved for future purposes.
o Security Number Flag: If set to 1, a security number will be used as reply
attack protection mechanism combined with a sequence number. This is an
optional feature and is set to 0 by default.
o Time Stamp Flag: If set to 1, a time stamp will be used as reply attack
protection mechanism combined with a sequence number. It can also be
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combined with a security number. This is an optional feature and is set to 0
by default.
o Reserved Flag: This bit is reserved for future security purposes.
o Digital Signature Flag: This flag is used to indicate if either an HMAC or
Digital signature is used to preserve the authenticity and integrity of the
protected data. 0 indicates HMAC and 1 indicates Digital Signature.
o Encryption Flag: This flag indicates if the protected data will be either
encrypted or not. By default, this flag is set to 1 (encryption on).


Sequence Number (32 bits): It is a number used to keep track of the order of the
frames. It also works as a protection against replay attacks. This number is
increased every time a frame is sent.
If a frame is received with a sequence number lower or equal to the sequence
number of the last received frame, it is automatically discarded. The sequence
number of the first transmitted frame always starts with a random value.



Security Number (Optional. 24 bits): This is an optional replay attack protection
mechanism consisting of a random generated number that changes every certain
time. All hosts must be synchronized with the same number and change it at the
same time. When used, the security number flag is set to one. If a frame is received
with a security number different than the value generated by the receiving host, the
frame is automatically discarded.
For this number to be used there has to be a method to effectively install it on the
host. It can be done manually or through a server.



Time Stamp (Optional. 32 bits): This is an optional replay attack protection
mechanism that indicates the exact time at which a frame was transmitted. All hosts
must be synchronized with the same time. When used, the time stamp flag is set to
one. If a frame is received with a time stamp different than the current time of the
receiving host, the frame is automatically discarded.

The encrypted section guarantees the confidentiality of the protected data. It contains a
sub header, the protected data and padding bytes necessary to complete a block size when a
block cipher is used for encryption. All fields in this section are encrypted with a defined
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cryptographic key using an encryption algorithm and can only be extracted or analyzed
once the section has been decrypted.


Protocol Type (16 bits): This field indicates the protocol that is being protected.
When constructing the PSP PDU, the Ether Type field of the layer 2 frame is
replaced with 0x1982 to indicate PSP as the encapsulated protocol. The replaced
ether type value is then added to the Protocol Type field of the PSP PDU. This field
can also indicate a sub protocol of PSP, like the Session Establishment Protocol.



Padding Size (8 bits): It indicates the size of the Padding field in bytes.



Data (Variable): This field contains the data (header and payload of an IP packet
or any other protocol) to be protected. Depending on the security flags, encryption
algorithm and integrity protection used, this field can be of up to 11,808 bits (1,476
bytes).



Padding (Up to 512 bits): This field contains the padding bytes necessary to
complete the size of a full block when a block cipher algorithm is used for
encryption. The padding bytes can be all 0x00, 0xFF or any defined value. The size
of this field can be of up to 512 bits (64 bytes).

The integrity check value (ICV) section guarantees the integrity and authenticity of the
frame. This section contains either an HMAC value or a Digital Signature calculated for
the entire layer 2 frame, but not both.


HMAC (Up to 1024 bits): If the Digital Signature Flag is set to 0, an HMAC is
calculated for the entire layer 2 frame. This kind of ICV can be used for any kind of
data to be protected, including unicast, broadcast and multicast packets.



Digital Signature (Up to 8,192 bits): If the Digital Signature Flag is set to 1, the
entire layer 2 frame will be digitally signed using a private key. This kind of ICV is
to be used exclusively for broadcast and multicast messages, and for unicast
packets between hosts that haven’t yet established a communication session.
Digital certificates prevent attacks from legitimate users; however, it is necessary to
use a Certificate Authority or a Public Key Infrastructure.
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4.2. Default Parameters
By default, PSP uses only the sequence number as reply attack protection. It also
encrypts the data with a shared symmetric key using the Blowfish encryption algorithm in
Cipher Block Chaining mode, and calculates an HMAC value using the SHA-1 hashing
algorithm to protect the integrity and authenticity of the frame. PSP encrypts the data and
calculates the HMAC values with the same symmetric key. All default parameters of PSP
are shown in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1. Default Parameters of PSP
Clear Text Header

Encrypted Payload

Integrity Check Value

Version = 0
Security Number Flag = 0
Time Stamp Flag = 0
Reserved Flag = 0
Digital Signature Flag = 0

Blowfish-CBC as

HMAC-SHA1 as hashing

encryption algorithm.

algorithm.

Encryption Flag = 1
Sequence Number = Random value

Figure 4.3. PSP Protocol Data Unit Structure Using Default Parameters

PSP with its default parameters has the PDU structure shown in Figure 4.3. The first
byte is equal to 0x01, which is the hexadecimal value representation of the PSP version
and the Security Flags. The following 4 bytes (32 bits) correspond to the Sequence
15
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Number, and it always starts at a random value. The next bytes correspond to the
Encrypted Payload and there is not a fixed length for this section. The last 20 bytes (160
bits) correspond to the calculated HMAC-SHA1 value.
Even though, PSP uses Blowfish-CBC and HMAC-SHA1 as default encryption and
hashing algorithms, it has been designed to support other algorithms as well as multiple
digital certificate standards. Section 4.4.2 explains how two hosts establish a
communication session and how they negotiate the encryption and hashing algorithms used
to protect that session.
4.3. PSP Encapsulation Process in an Ethernet Environment

Figure 4.4. PSP Encapsulation Process in an Ethernet Environment

The PSP encapsulation process consists of 6 steps and is directly linked to the layer 2
protocol over which it is encapsulated. As depicted in Figure 4.4, when the layer 3 packet
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is sent to layer 2, the first step PSP takes in the encapsulation process is to reserve buffer
memory to create the layer 2 frame. At this point, memory is reserved for each one of the
fields of the frame, including the PSP PDU structure based on the security parameters used
to protect the data.
Once memory has been reserved, the second step is to complete the PSP header with
all necessary information. The PSP version, Security flags and the Sequence Number fields
are added. If the Security Number and Time Stamp are necessary, these two fields are
added as well.
After completing the PSP header, the third step is to complete the Payload section
adding the layer 3 protocol into the Protocol Type, Pad size, Layer 3 packet fields and the
padding bytes necessary to complete a block size in case a block cipher is used. Something
very important to consider about this step is that the section is still in clear text, no data has
been encrypted yet.
The fourth step is to encrypt the payload section using a defined encryption algorithm.
In the case of algorithms that require an initialization vector (IV), PSP uses a unique
IV/cryptographic key pair every time it encrypts the data to avoid the formation of patterns
of blocks that have the same clear text. Every time a new symmetric cryptographic key is
defined, PSP calculates the HMAC-SHA1 of this new key and uses the resulting value as a
Base IV Number to calculate the initialization vector (IV), which is defined by a
mathematical function of the Base IV Number (BIVN) and the Sequence Number (SN):
IV = f(BIVN, SN)
With this approach, an attacker would never know the real IV used to encrypt the data.
By default, PSP uses addition as the mathematical function to calculate the IV:
IV = BIVN + SN
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Figure 4.5. PSP Encryption Process

Once the Initialization Vector has been calculated, as depicted in Figure 4.5, it is
passed to the encryption algorithm to encrypt the payload section.
The fifth step in the encapsulation process is the formation of the layer 2 frame. PSP
adds the Destination and Source Mac Address, the Ethertype field, and the Encrypted
Payload section. We have established 0x1982 as the value of the Ethertype field to identify
PSP as the encapsulated protocol.
The last step corresponds to the calculation of the Integrity Check Value (ICV) and the
Frame Check Sequence (FCS). PSP calculates the ICV for the entire layer 2 frame to
guarantee the authenticity and integrity of each byte. Depending on the state of the Digital
Certificate Flag indicated in the Header section, the ICV is either the HMAC or digital
signature of the frame. After completing the ICV section, the frame is ready to be
transmitted over the network. The FCS is either calculated by PSP or by the network
adapter of the host.
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4.4. PSP Communication Process
PSP works at the layer 2 of the OSI model. It must be configured, along with a
common default Pre-Shared Symmetric Key, on all devices that will talk directly to each
other in a communication network. All communication between two devices configured
with PSP is encrypted and authenticated.
PSP uses a process of three sequential steps that will allow two devices to
communicate with each other: Address Mapping, Communication Session Establishment,
and Session Key Mapping.

Address Mapping

Session Establishment

Session Key Mapping

Figure 4.6. PSP Communication Process

As depicted in Figure 4.6, the first process is to map the network address of the peer
host with its hardware address. Once the address mapping is done, PSP uses a Session
Establishment Protocol to establish a communication session and be able to exchange data
with the peer host; during this process, a session key is created to encrypt the
communication and avoid using the default Pre-Shared Symmetric Key. After the
communication session has been established, both hosts do a Session Key to Hardware
Address Mapping. With this process, by creating an association between a session key and
the hardware address of the peer, a device can know what session key to use to decrypt or
encrypt data. This last process is necessary when a device has established communication
sessions with more than one device.
Each process is explained in more details below.
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4.4.1. Address Mapping

Address Mapping
Mapping
Session Establishment

Session Key Mapping

Figure 4.7. PSP Communication Process – Step 1

All network devices have two types of addresses: Hardware address, and Logical or
Network address. Routing of packets in a communication network as we know it today, is
possible because of the Logical or Network address of the devices involved. A Network
Address indicates the location of a device and also, because of its logical characteristic and
protocols associated, multiple routes or paths can be used to reach it [18]. When we talk
about a Network address, we can think about a device location, network and route or path.
A Hardware address is the unique identifier of the network interface module of a
device. This address is not used for routing of information, but to identify the device in a
physical network. It means that, all devices connected to the same physical local network,
can send frames to each other using their hardware address [18]. In other words, we can
say that a hardware address is the address used by a device to send a frame to another
device or devices that are in the same physical local network.
Regardless of the Network address and the protocols being used in the upper layers of
the OSI model, the Hardware address is always necessary to reach a device in the same
physical local network.
All data communication needs to map network and hardware addresses. To better
understand this process; let’s review the OSI model and the ARP protocol.
4.4.1.1. OSI Model and Address Resolution Protocol
Before explaining PSP Network to Hardware Address Mapping in more details, it is
necessary to have a good understanding of how the Data is processed through the OSI
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model since its generation to its delivery. It is also necessary to understand how address
mapping protocols work. For this purpose, we will explain the Address Resolution
Protocol. If you already understand how the OSI model and the Address Resolution
Protocol work, you can skip this section.

Figure 4.8. Data Processed Through the OSI Model

In the scenario shown in Figure 4.8, Alice wants to send a unicast packet to Bob – a
unicast is a packet sent to one destination [19]-. This data, which is generated in the upper
layers of the OSI model, is encapsulated in a transport layer that will append a header
indicating the source and destination port, the transport protocol and some other
parameters that are not relevant for the purpose of this explanation. This new segment is
passed to the network layer and a new header is appended indicating the version of the IP
protocol, the source and destination IP addresses, and some other parameters. This packet
is passed to the Data link layer, which appends another header indicating the source and
destination MAC addresses, and other parameters. Finally, the data is sent over to Bob as
bits traveling through the media used to connect the equipment to the network (Cable, Air,
Fiber, etc.) [20].
Bob receives the bits at the physical layer and removes the header of each additional
layer until it gets the data that was sent.
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Figure 4.9. ARP Request and Reply

Alice and Bob can communicate because both hosts know the Mac and IP addresses of
each other (Hardware and Network addresses). If this information is missing, it is
necessary to use the Address Resolution Protocol to map both addresses [21]. In the
previous example of Alice sending a unicast packet to Bob, if Alice doesn’t know the Mac
address, she won’t know how to structure the layer 2 header. What Alice will do, as
depicted in Figure 4.9, is to send a layer 2 broadcast asking “What is the Mac address of
Bob” – a broadcast is a packet sent to all possible destinations at the same time [19]-. All
hosts connected to the same Hub or Switch will receive the broadcast but only Bob, if he is
in the same layer 3 subnet as Alice, will reply with his own Mac address”.
4.4.1.2. PSP Address Mapping Explained
Now that we understand how Data is processed through the OSI model and how an
address mapping protocol works, we can explain how address mapping occurs in PSP.
PSP creates an address mapping table from any PSP packet that enters the interface
where the protocol is configured. The packet must belong to the same subnet.
There are multiple ways to get the source hardware and network addresses:


We can get the source hardware and network addresses by using the ARP or NDP
protocols, depending if the protected protocol is either IPv4 or IPv6.



Manually created ARP or NDP tables.



Incoming broadcast or multicast packets.
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When a PSP packet is received, if there is not a communication session established, the
device tries to decrypt it using the installed common pre-shared symmetric key. If
successful, it will look into the source and destination address fields of the network
protocol that is being protected. If the network address is in the same subnet, and if the
destination address is the receiver’s address, a multicast or broadcast address; it will be
mapped with the source hardware address specified in the layer 2 header. If a device is able
to decrypt a PSP packet, and it is not using digital certificate protection to authenticate the
sender, it will be assumed that it was sent by a trusted source.
4.4.2. Communication Session Establishment

Address Mapping
Mapping
Session Establishment

Session Key Mapping

Figure 4.10. PSP Communication Process – Step 2

The second step in the PSP communication process is the establishment of a
communication session that is unique to the hosts trying to communicate with each other.
This step is handled by the PSP Session Establishment Protocol (PSP SEP) and occurs
only if two conditions are met: 1) the initiator has mapped the network and hardware
addresses of the receiver. 2) The sender wants to send a packet to the receiver.
The PSP Session Establishment Protocol (PSP SEP) is responsible for establishing a
communication session between two hosts that wants to communicate with each other. The
protocol negotiates the security parameters of the communication session including
encryption and hashing algorithms, unique session symmetric key, Base Initialization
Vector Number (BIVN), mathematical function to calculate the IV, communication session
expiration time, communication session reestablishment and communication session
finalization.
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PSP SEP consists of 3 stages to establish a communication session: Session
Establishment Request, Hash and Encryption Negotiation, and Session Parameters
Negotiation.
We will retake the names “Alice” and “Bob” to represent the devices involved in a PSP
communication and make this explanation more understandable.
Once Alice has mapped the network and hardware addresses of Bob, she will try to
establish a PSP communication session. For this purpose, she will use the PSP Session
Establishment Protocol.

Figure 4.11. PSP Communication Session Establishment Process

Each step of the Communication Session Establishment is depicted in Figure 4.11.
Stage 1: Session Establishment Request
1. Alice will send a communication session establishment request to Bob.
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2. Bob verifies that Alice’s Network address is on the same subnet as his, and that the
destination address is Bob’s. If Alice and Bob are in different subnets, or if the
destination address of the request sent by Alice is not Bob’s network address, Bob
will drop the request packet and won’t reply to Alice. If both devices are in the
same subnet, Bob will reply accepting the request.
Stage 2: Hash and Encryption Negotiation
If Bob accepts the communication session establishment request, Alice and Bob will
negotiate the encryption and hashing algorithms to use from that point on.
3. Alice sends an offer of encryption and hashing algorithms to Bob.
4. Bob replies accepting or rejecting the offer. If both hosts agree upon which
encryption and hashing and algorithms to use, the session establishment process
continues.
Stage 3: Session Parameters Negotiation
Once both hosts have agreed upon encryption and hashing algorithms for their
communication, they negotiate a session key, a mathematical function to calculate the
Initialization Vector of the encryption algorithm and a session expiration time.
5. Alice requests to establish a new common session key to encrypt future
communication.
6. Bob confirms the message and starts a key exchange using the Diffie-Hellman
method.
7. Once both Hosts have agreed upon a new common symmetric key, they calculate
the HMAC-SHA1 of the new key to generate the Base IV Number used to calculate
the Initialization Vector.
8. Alice sends a session expiration time.
9. Bob replies accepting or rejecting the expiration time. From this point on, the
communication session has been established. All traffic between Alice and Bob is
protected using the negotiated encryption and hashing algorithms and the new
symmetric session key and Base IV Number.
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Figure 4.12. PSP Communication Session Establishment Process – PDU Structure

A PDU structure perspective of the PSP communication session establishment process
is depicted in Figure 4.12. We have omitted some header fields to make the image more
understandable.
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4.4.3. Session key Mapping

Address Mapping
Mapping
Session Establishment

Session Key Mapping

Figure 4.13. PSP Communication Process – Step 3

When two hosts establish a communication session, a unique symmetric key is
generated and an encryption and hashing algorithm, along with a mathematical function to
calculate the IV are negotiated to protect the communication between them. Session key
mapping is the association of the session key and communication session parameters with
the Hardware address of a host based on the layer 2 protocol that is used in the
communication: Ethernet, HDLC, Frame Relay, PPP, etc.

Figure 4.14. PSP Session Key Mapping
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Let’s say that Alice, Bob and Charlie use Ethernet as layer 2 protocol. Figure 4.14
shows that Alice has established a communication session with Bob and a second
communication session with Charlie. Every time Alice receives a packet, she will know
which session key and encryption and hashing algorithms must use to decrypt the packet
because of the Hardware address of the sender (in this case, the Mac address). If the
packet’s source mac address is Bob’s, Alice will know that she will have to use the session
key created with Bob and not the session key created with Charlie.
4.5. PSP Communication Process in an Ethernet Environment
This section explains the PSP communication process in an Ethernet environment.
Let’s use the same example shown in section 4.4.1.1 where Alice wants to send a packet to
Bob. Both hosts are using IPv4 or IPv6 but this time, they want to protect the
communication using PSP.

Figure 4.15. Data Processed Through the OSI Model with PSP Protection

Figure 4.15 depicts how PSP fits into the OSI layered model. The entire IPv4/6
datagram (header and payload) will be encapsulated into a PSP PDU without disclosing
any kind of information about the packets being transmitted.
Before exchanging data with Bob, Alice has to complete each step of the PSP
communication process: Address Mapping, Communication Session Establishment, and
Session Key Mapping. We will describe what happens at each step in an Ethernet
environment.
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4.5.1. Address Mapping
Most of LAN networks today use Ethernet as layer 2 protocol. When a host is
configured with IPv4 as Network protocol, it uses ARP to map network and hardware
addresses. ARP supports the IPv4 protocol but is not part of it [22], and information about
the source and destination network addresses is transmitted in clear text. To avoid
disclosing network address information, all ARP packets are encapsulated into PSP.

Figure 4.16. ARP Over PSP

As depicted in Figure 4.16, instead of directly broadcasting an ARP request in clear
text asking for the Mac address of Bob, Alice will encrypt the ARP request using the
default pre-shared key and will create a layer 2 frame with the Ethertype field as a PSP
packet. All hosts in the same physical segment of the network will receive the packet and
check the Ethertype field in the Ethernet frame, but only hosts protected by PSP and using
the same default pre-shared key as Alice will be able to decrypt it. All hosts protected by
PSP will first calculate the Integrity Check Value of the frame. If the calculated value is
the same as the value in the ICV field of the received frame, they will proceed to decrypt
and extract the payload. By default the PSP protocol uses Blowfish and HMAC-SHA1 as
encryption and hashing algorithms.
Once the packet is decrypted, all hosts will extract the ARP request and only Bob will
send an ARP reply encapsulated into PSP to Alice.
With PSP, hosts can map Mac and IP addresses in a secure way without disclosing IP
information.
4.5.2. Session Communication Establishment and Session Key Mapping
Once Alice has received the ARP reply from Bob, she will establish a communication
session with him. For this purpose, Alice will use the PSP Session Establishment Protocol
(PSP SEP), which will negotiate the security parameters of the communication session
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including encryption and hashing algorithms, unique session symmetric key, Base
Initialization Vector Number (BIVN), mathematical function to calculate the IV and
communication session expiration time. After establishing a communication session, Alice
and Bob can communicate with each other.
Alice and Bob will use Session Key Mapping to identify their communication session.
Every time Bob receives a frame from Alice, he will know what session key and
encryption and hashing algorithms to use thanks to Alice’s Mac address.
If we look at the communication process from a security perspective, it is safe from
Man-in-the-Middle attacks or eavesdropping. From the beginning of the communication,
which starts off with the ARP request, all messages are encrypted. The only information
that is disclosed are the layer 2 and PSP headers, but the communication messages and
IPv4 header are completely encrypted.
The only way to compromise the establishment of a PSP communication session
between two hosts is by stealing the encryption key that the hosts use.
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Figure 4.17. Complete PSP Communication Process in an Ethernet Environment

The entire PSP communication process in an Ethernet environment is depicted in
Figure 4.17.
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5. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROPOSED SOLUTION
This section explains the methodology, scenarios, tested protocols and services, test
categories and the computer program developed to demonstrate the proposed Packet
Security Protocol.
5.1. Methodology and Scenario
We have developed a computer program in C++ to demonstrate the proof of concept of
our proposed solution. This demonstration was based on a methodology consisting of a
security and a performance analysis. First, we analyzed the security of our proposed
protocol by performing different attacks to compromise the communication between two
hosts, and later, we protected the same communication with our solution; we also analyzed
the impact on security caused by the use of different modes of operation of a block cipher.
Second, we ran multiple tests to 7 different protocols to measure the performance of the
network and the performance of the hosts using our proposed solution.
The main objective of this methodology is to measure the security, performance and
reliability of the Packet Security Protocol based on the following characteristics:


Data confidentiality: Verifies that the payload and IP headers are fully encrypted
and an attacker is not able to decrypt them or recognize data patterns.



Data integrity: Verifies that the Ethernet frame is not successfully modified by an
attacker.



Network performance: Reflects the network latency, data throughput and
bandwidth of the protocol.



System performance: Reflects the CPU and memory usage on the systems running
the proposed protocol.

All security and performance tests were executed in a scenario with a network topology
depicted in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1. Network Topology

Three virtual machines - a network protocol analyzer capturing traffic for data analysis
purposes, one client and one server all running the proposed Packet Security Protocol - are
connected to a virtual switch configured in promiscuous mode. An attacker not running the
proposed Packet Security Protocol is connected to the same virtual switch and is sniffing
the traffic of the network.
5.2. Security Analysis
We performed an ARP spoofing and Man in the Middle attack and installed an SSH
honeypot to capture user credentials of the server. The scenario is the same depicted in
Figure 5.1 but without protecting the network with our protocol. We later tried to replicate
the same attacks to the network depicted in Figure 5.1 protected with our proposed
solution.
The second part of the security analysis evaluates the possible security implications
derived from using our solution with a block cipher in Electronic Codebook mode (ECB).
5.3. Performance Analysis
A total of 7 network protocols and services were tested in 4 different categories to
determine the impact on network and system performance caused by our solution. All
tested protocols and services correspond to a Client-Server scenario like the one depicted
in Figure 5.1, where the Client tries to reach a service provided by the Server.
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5.3.1. Tested Protocols and Services
The following protocols and services were tested: ARP, ICMP, VoIP, Skype, IperfTCP, Iperf-UDP and SCP.
For Skype tests, we used a different scenario as depicted in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2. Network Topology for Skype Tests

Host A establishes a Skype video conference with Host B. Host A is running the
proposed Packet Security Protocol (PSP) and accesses the internet through a Linux router
also running PSP. A network protocol analyzer also running PSP is capturing traffic for
data analysis purposes. An Attacker is connected to the same virtual switch as the
Analyzer, Host A and the Linux Router, and it is sniffing the traffic. The virtual switch is
configured in promiscuous mode.
5.3.2. Test Categories
The following test categories were used in this test methodology:
1- Ethernet without PSP applied. TOE disabled
The purpose of this category is to establish a baseline and a reference for all tests.
Network protocols and services tested in other categories were compared to this one and
reflected the network and system performance variation of the proposed Packet Security
Protocol.
In this category, all tests were conducted in a regular scenario where data is sent over
the network with no encryption or manipulation of the payload, layer 3 or layer 2 headers.
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The network adapter of the Client and the Server had the TCP Offloading Engine (TOE), a
feature of some network adapters to offload the TCP segments to the network adapter and
improve cpu usage [23], disabled to mimic a regular network card. This is the most
common scenario in today’s network environments.
Protocols and services tested under this category: ARP, ICMP, VoIP, Skype, IperfTCP, Iperf-UDP, SCP.
2- Ethernet without PSP applied. TOE enabled
In this category, all tests were conducted in a regular scenario where data is sent over
the network with no encryption or manipulation of the payload, layer 3 or layer 2 headers.
The network adapter had the TCP Offloading Engine (TOE) enabled.
TOE is an optional feature included in some Network adapters used to free up the CPU
from processing the TCP segments and add significant performance improvements. The
TCP Offload Engine has a complete TCP Stack to handle all TCP transport and IP
addressing functions. [23]
The purpose of this category is to measure the impact of enabling vs disabling TOE on
TCP related tests and how the advantages of enabling TOE are compromised by the
proposed Packet Security Protocol. This includes CPU and bandwidth usage.
Protocols and services tested under this category: Iperf-TCP, SCP.
3- PSP-NoENC-NoHMAC
This category measures the impact on network and system performance due to using
Packet Security Protocol without encryption and HMAC calculation. Even though, the
proposed protocol is not meant to be used without encryption and HMAC calculation, this
category shows the processing overhead caused by the program developed to prove the
concept of Packet Security Protocol. The specific details of this program are explained in
section 5.5
Protocols and services tested under this category: ARP, ICMP, VoIP, Skype, IperfTCP, Iperf-UDP, SCP.
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4- PSP Full
This category measures the real performance of Packet Security Protocol, just as
proposed in this thesis, with encryption and HMAC capabilities. The results of the tests run
on this category show the real processing overhead added by the proposed protocol and the
computer program developed to prove the concept of the protocol. The specific details of
this program are explained in section 5.5
Protocols and services tested under this category: ARP, ICMP, VoIP, Skype, IperfTCP, Iperf-UDP, SCP.
Table 5.1. Protocols and Services Tested In Each Category
CATEGORY
1-Ethernet
without PSP
applied. TOE
disabled

TEST

2-Ethernet
without PSP
applied. TOE
enabled

3-PSPNoENCNoHMAC

4-PSP Full

ARP

X

X

X

ICMP

X

X

X

Iperf-TCP

X

X

X

Iperf-UDP

X

X

X

SCP

X

X

X

VoIP

X

X

X

Skype

X

X

X

X
X

Table 5.1 shows which protocols and services were tested in each category.
5.4. Hardware and Software Specifications
All tests were conducted on a virtualized environment. The following hardware and
software was used:
Physical Machines Hosting the Virtual Machines
Due to the nature of some tests, we had to use two physical machines to host the virtual
environment.


Cisco UCS-C220-M3 Server
o 2 x Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2650 @ 2.0 Ghz
o 32 GB Ram
o Raid 1 with two 10,000 RPM 300 GB Seagate ST9300605SS SAS HDD
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o Integrated dual-port Gigabit Ethernet
o VMware ESXi


Laptop HP Pavilion dv6-3236nr
o 1 x Intel(R) Core(TM) i3 CPU M370 @ 2.40 Ghz
o 4 GB Ram
o 128 MB OCZ Vertex3 SSD
o Integrated 1 port Gigabit Ethernet
o Windows 7 Professional x64

Virtual Environment


VMware ESXi 5.1.
o Used to test the following protocols and services: ARP, ICMP, Iperf-TCP,
Iperf-UDP and SCP.
o Hosted on Cisco UCS-C220-M3 Server.



VMware Workstation 9.0.
o Used to test the following protocols and services: VoIP and Skype.
o Hosted on Laptop HP Pavilion dv6-3236nr.

Virtual Machines
Each virtual environment had 4 virtual machines with the following specifications:


Virtual Environment VMware ESXi 5.1.
o 2 x vCPU Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2650 @ 2.0 Ghz
o 4 GB Ram
o 1 x Gigabit Ethernet Interface
o Ubuntu Linux Desktop 12.04.2 LTS x64 Kernel 3.5.0-23-generic



Virtual Environment VMware Workstation 9.0
o 1 x vCPU Intel(R) Core(TM) i3 CPU M370 @ 2.40 Ghz
o 4 GB Ram
o 1 x Gigabit Ethernet Interface
o Ubuntu Linux Desktop 12.04.2 LTS x64 Kernel 3.5.0-23-generic
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Network Protocol


IPv4

Programs


Wireshark v1.6.7 for Linux: Wireshark is a cross-platform network protocol
analyzer used to capture and analyze network traffic [24].



Iperf v2.0.5 for Linux: Iperf is a network performance testing tool used to measure
TCP and UDP throughput [25].



SSH-2.0-OpenSSH_5.9p1: OpenSSH is a suit of computer programs that use the
SSH protocol to secure data communication [26].



Asterisk v11.3.0: Asterisk is a voice over IP telephony platform [27].



SIPp v3.2: SIPp is a tool used to test the SIP protocol [28].



Skype v4.1 for Linux: Skype is a real-time voice, video and text communication
application [29].



Ettercap NG-0.7.4.2: Tool used to perform ARP spoofing and Man in the Middle
Attacks [30].



Kippo-0.8: Kippo is an SSH honeypot that logs the user activity in an SSH session.
[31].

5.5. Developed Program
We developed a program in C++ to test the concept of the proposed Packet Security
Protocol (PSP) on Ubuntu Linux using the following characteristics:
-

Pre-shared Key

-

Block Cipher Mode of Operation: Cipher-Block Chaining

-

Encryption Algorithm: Blowfish

-

Hash Algorithm: SHA-1

The test program doesn’t execute the PSP’s Session Establishment Protocol (PSP
SEP). Instead, it assumes that the session has already been established and encrypts the
data using a defined static pre-shared key. It uses Blowfish in Cipher-Block Chaining
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(CBC) mode as the encryption algorithm and calculates the HMAC value of the frame
using the SHA-1 function.
Figure 5.3 shows a regular data transmission process in a Linux computer system. Data
is generated by an application in the user space. The application passes the data to the
kernel, where it handles the transport layer segmentation process, the network layer routing
process and the data link layer framing process. The frames are then passed by the kernel
to a network card of the computer for their transmission in a medium [32].

Figure 5.3. Regular Data Transmission Process

The developed program acts in line with the regular data transmission process. As
depicted in Figure 5.4, once the kernel has processed all transport, network and data link
layer requirements, instead of passing the data frames directly to the network card; these
are passed to the developed program and protected by the Packet Security Protocol. The
resulting frame is then passed by the developed program to the network card.
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Figure 5.4. Data Transmission Process Using PSP

In a Linux environment, the virtual address space - a technique used to isolate a process
in a unique address space - is divided in user space and kernel space. [33] User space is a
reserved memory region used only for applications or user processes, and kernel space is
the memory region reserved only for the kernel of the operating system [33]. An
application designed to run in user space tend to have slower performance than if it were
developed to run in kernel space [34].
The way we developed the program doesn’t optimize the performance of the protocol.
Data is created in the user space and then is passed to the kernel space. The program then
adds a processing overhead by running in the user space and protecting the data with the
Packet Security Protocol.

Figure 5.5. Block Diagram of the PSP’s Developed Program

Figure 5.5 depicts a block diagram of the internal operation of the PSP’s developed
program.
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Before going any further, it’s necessary to explain what a TUN/TAP driver and a
TUN/TAP interface is.
The universal TUN/TAP driver allows packets and frames to be received by and
delivered to a TUN/TAP interface, which is a virtual interface that only exists in the kernel
of the operating system. One of the advantages of this kind of interfaces is that they can be
attached to a user space program, and as a result, packets and frames can be easily
manipulated. TAP interfaces are used for Ethernet frames and TUN interfaces are used for
IP packets. [35]
In the specific case of our developed program, from a data transmission perspective,
the program uses the TUN/TAP driver to send frames to the TAP interface. As explained
before, this interface only exists in the kernel and data can be easily received and
manipulated by a program. Once a frame is received in the TAP interface by the TAP
Tx/Rx Module, it is passed to the Frame Formatting Module to extract the payload, add the
PSP header and create a new frame with an Ether_Type field equals to 0x1982. Once the
new frame is created, it is passed to the Encryption Module where only the network packet
(header and payload) is encrypted. The new frame is then analyzed and gets its keyed hash
message authentication code (HMAC) calculated by the HMAC Module. The fully
constructed data frame is then passed to the Ethernet Tx/Rx Module where it is sent to the
network card.
From a Data reception perspective, the network card receives the PSP protected data
frames that are sent over the network. The Ethernet Tx/Rx Module detects these frames
incoming from the network card and passes them to the HMAC Module where they get
their keyed hash message authentication code calculated and compared with the value
attached to the HMAC field of the PSP protected frame. If both HMAC values are the
same, the frame is passed to the Decryption Module where the network packet (header and
payload) is decrypted. The frame with the decrypted packet is passed to the Frame
Formatting Module where the PSP header information is removed and the Ether_Type
field information is replaced by the original Ether_Type value of the frame. The fully
recovered frame is then passed to the TAP Tx/Rx Module where it is sent through the TAP
interface to the Kernel.
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For the development of the program, we used the Crypto++ library for the encryption,
decryption and HMAC functions used in the respective modules.
In section 5.3.2, we mentioned a test category of the Packet Security Protocol with no
Encryption and no HMAC. For that purpose, we modified the developed program and
disabled the Encryption, Decryption and HMAC modules, resulting in a block diagram as
shown in figure 5.6.

Figure 5.6. Block Diagram of the PSP’s Developed Program without the Encryption, Decryption and
HMAC Modules
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6. TEST RESULTS
In this section we present a security and a performance analysis of the proposed Packet
Security Protocol (PSP) based on the results obtained from the different tests we ran to our
developed program. The security analysis demonstrates the efficiency of our solution at
protecting the IP packets, while the performance analysis shows how the performance of
the network and the host running the protocol is impacted.
6.1. Security Analysis
This security analysis explores if known network attacks can be avoided using our
solution. It also examines the possible security implications derived from using our
solution with a block cipher in Electronic Codebook mode (ECB).
6.1.1. ARP Spoofing and Man in the Middle Attack
We performed an ARP spoofing and Man in the Middle attack to route the traffic of the
affected hosts to an SSH honeypot installed in our attacking station and capture user
credentials of the real server. The network topology is depicted in Figure 5.1, section 5.1.
This attack was performed against an unprotected network to prove how vulnerable a
wired Ethernet network can be; we later performed the same attack to the network
protected with our solution to test if the attack can be avoided.
6.1.1.1. Anatomy and Results of the Attacks
First, we ran WireShark to sniff the network and discover the IP addressing scheme
based on ARP broadcast messages. Next, we started Kippo, an SSH honeypot, in our
attacking station. With the SSH honeypot up and running, we used Ettercap to sniff the
network and perform an ARP poisoning and Man in the Middle attack against the
discovered machines which, in this case, are a client and an SSH server.
After performing the attacks, we were able to manipulate at will all traffic between the
affected machines. We redirected all SSH traffic from the client host to our SSH honeypot
and started to log the user’s login attempts on what he thought was the real SSH server.
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Figure 6.1. User Credentials Captured in our SSH Honeypot

The user credentials were successfully captured, as shown in Figure 6.1.
6.1.1.2. Protecting the Network with Our Solution
We protected the network with our solution and tried to replicate the same ARP
poisoning and Man in the Middle attacks. The frames captured by WireShark from our
attacking station didn’t disclose any useful information that would allow us to detect the
encapsulated protocols or the IP addressing scheme of the network. The client and the
server machine, when running our proposed protocol, only understood traffic that was
protected with our solution and not regular traffic in clear text.
It was impossible for us to replicate the attacks on the hosts protected with our Packet
Security Protocol.
6.1.2. Vulnerabilities Derived From a Block Cipher in Electronic Codebook Mode
For this study, we captured an ARP-ICMP communication between a client and a
server protected with our proposed protocol. It is important to note that this analysis
doesn’t include ways to decrypt or tamper the communication session between both hosts,
but it examines the structure of the captured frames and presents how a block cipher in
ECB mode can affect the effectiveness of our protocol and make the protected data
vulnerable.
The network topology of our test scenario is depicted in Figure 5.1, section 5.1. A
computer using the proposed Packet Security Protocol was capturing all communication
between the client and the server for analysis purposes. We also installed another computer
acting as an attacker capturing all communication. For this test, we setup the virtual switch
in promiscuous mode, so it can act as a hub and replicate the frames on all ports.
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Figure 6.2. Data Captured by Attacker Vs. Data Captured by Analyzer

Part of the traffic captured by the attacker and the analyzer is shown in Figure 6.2. As
we can be observe, traffic captured by the attacker was encrypted by our Proposed Packet
Security Protocol; however, the same data was captured by the analyzer, and because it
was able to decrypt the information, we see that there was an ARP and ICMP
communication between two hosts.
The most important goal of the proposed Packet Security Protocol is to preserve the
confidentiality and integrity of the data that is being sent, including all network layer
information. Based on the length of the frame, if it is repetitive, the attacker can get an idea
of the protocol that is being used; moreover, based on the kind of encryption algorithm
used to protect the confidentiality of the information the attacker could exploit a
vulnerability of this encryption algorithm and decrypt the data.
Packet Security Protocol
Destination
MAC
Address

Source
MAC
Address

Ethernet
Type

Version
+
Security
Options

Sequence
Number

Encrypted Payload

Integrity Check
Value

Figure 6.3. Structure of a Data Frame with Packet Security Protocol
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Figure 6.4. Data Encrypted Using a Block Cipher in Electronic Codebook Mode

When a block cipher in Electronic Codebook Mode (ECB) is used, patterns of
encrypted data will be created and an attacker could extract more information from the
captured frames. We used the PSP structure shown in Figure 6.3 to color code the rest of
the figures and explain in better details this idea. The frames captured by the attacker and
depicted in Figure 6.4 were protected with PSP, but data was encrypted using a block
cipher in Electronic Codebook Mode. We can see that there is a repetitive pattern of 56
bytes in the encrypted section of the client to server and server to client frames. The
attacker could take this pattern in his advantage and, employing brute force or other
mechanisms, could decrypt the data. This is not a vulnerability of the proposed Packet
Security Protocol, but a condition of the encryption algorithm that could result in an
advantage for the attacker.
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Figure 6.5. Data Encrypted Using a Block Cipher in Cipher-Block Chaining Mode (CBC)

By default, Packet Security Protocol uses Blowfish in Cipher-Block Chaining mode
(CBC) as the encryption algorithm. As depicted in Figure 6.5 and using the same PSP
structure in Figure 6.3, this encryption mode doesn’t create any patterns of encrypted
information because each block depends on the previous one to be encrypted [36];
however, it is vulnerable to multiple initialization vector attacks that could allow an
attacker to modify the IV and get the decrypted information, as it has been demonstrated
with the IPsec protocol [37]; PSP is not affected by these IV attacks because it
authenticates the entire frame. It is also recommended that the IV must be unpredictable
for any encrypted data [38]. In this particular case, as explained before in section 4.3, PSP
uses a unique IV/cryptographic key pair every time it encrypts the information to avoid the
formation of patterns of blocks that have the same clear text. Every time a new symmetric
cryptographic key is defined, PSP calculates the HMAC-SHA1 of this new key and uses
the resulting value as a Base IV Number to calculate the initialization vector (IV), which is
defined by a mathematical function of the Base IV Number (BIVN) and the Sequence
Number (SN).
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If we were to analyze any of the frames shown in Figure 6.5, this is all the information
we can get based on what PSP doesn’t protect:


Source Mac Address: 00-50-56-af-24-36



Destination Mac Address: 00-50-56-af-33-ed



Protocol: 0x1982 (PSP)



Packet Security Protocol Version: 00



Packet Security Protocol Options: Encryption + HMAC
o Security Number: 0 (No)

o Digital Signature: 0 (No)

o Timestamp: 0 (No)

o Encryption: 1 (Yes)

o Reserved: 0 (No)


Sequence Number: 0x77 0x9f 0x62 0x55



Payload: Unknown



HMAC: It is different with each frame.

6.1.3. Conclusions of the Security Analysis
Leaving the IP header unprotected can result in an easy way for an attacker to disrupt
the communication of the network, impersonate a trusted host or steal information. Our
ARP spoofing and Man in the Middle attacks and the redirection of network traffic to our
SSH honeypot were successful because the encapsulated protocols and the IP header were
exposed in clear text and didn’t have integrity protection. After protecting the network with
our proposed solution, it was impossible for us to replicate the attacks on the network. By
protecting the network with our protocol, we can avoid network attacks based on packet
injection, data tampering or information disclosed not only by IP packets, but by any
protocol encapsulated into the layer 2 frames because the original ethertype field and the
layer 3 data is encrypted and the entire Ethernet frame is integrity protected.
We also conclude that our solution relies on the strength of the encryption and hashing
algorithms used to protect the information. We recommend avoiding the use of any
encryption algorithm in Electronic Codebook mode because it generates data patterns that
an attacker could use to extract more information or assume the kind of traffic being
protected.
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6.2. Performance Analysis
This analysis shows how network and host performance is impacted by the Packet
Security Protocol. The performance efficiency of the protocol is based on the efficiency of
the program we developed to prove the concept of our solution.
This analysis explains the results obtained from the different tests we ran, including
transfer rate, round trip time, throughput, TCP time/sequence, TCP window scaling size,
packet loss, CPU usage and memory usage.
In order to maximize the data capturing performance of the virtual machine running the
Network Protocol Analyzer WireShark, we enabled the TCP Offloading Engine of the
network card for the tests to the following protocols regardless of any test category:
Iperf-TCP and SCP. As mentioned in section 5.3.2, some categories required enabling or
disabling the TCP offloading engine of the network card. In our Linux environment, we
used the following commands:
Enable TOE [39]:
sudo ethtool -K eth0 tso on
sudo ethtool -K eth0 gso on
sudo ethtool -K eth0 gro on

Disable TOE [39]:
sudo ethtool -K eth0 tso off
sudo ethtool -K eth0 gso off
sudo ethtool -K eth0 gro off

For system performance measurement, we used the Linux “top” command with a delay
option of 1 second.
top –d 1

6.2.1. ARP-ICMP
The purpose of these tests was to measure the Round Trip Time of the Address
Resolution Protocol (ARP) and the Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP). To test
these protocols, we issued the ping command from the client to the server virtual machine.
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Figure 6.6. Round Trip Time of ARP and ICMP

Figure 6.6 depicts the Round Trip Time of the ARP and ICMP protocols. RTT was
measured calculating the time difference between the client request and the server response
as captured by WireShark.
We observed that the RTT of the protocols protected by our developed program (3PSP-FULL) is significantly longer than the RTT of the protocols over a regular Ethernet
communication (1-Ethernet). An intermediate point to analyze these results is the test of
the protocols using PSP with no encryption and no HMAC (2-PSP-noENC-noHMAC). As
explained in section 5.3.2 and shown in Figure 5.6, section 5.5, the encryption, decryption
and HMAC modules have been disabled to analyze the impact these cause on performance.
As seen in Figure 6.6, test results of ARP and ICMP for 2-PSP-noENC-noHMAC reflect
an increase of 19.23% of the RTT for ARP and an increase of 27.21% for ICMP.
When we look at the test results of 3-PSP-FULL, we see that PSP and our developed
program increased the RTT of ARP by 100.71% and 117% for ICMP. If we calculate the
difference between 3-PSP-FULL and 2-PSP-noENC-noHMAC we can establish the
overhead caused by the encryption/decryption and HMAC modules: 81.48% for ARP and
89.79% for ICMP.
These results are slightly correlated with the fact that ICMP frames are larger than ARP
frames, resulting in more CPU processing due to frame construction and encryption.
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6.2.2. VoIP
This test measured the performance of the proposed Packet Security Protocol on Voice
over IP Applications. We used Asterisk v11.3.0 as our Voice over IP Server and the SIPp
program to simulate SIP calls and RTP sessions.
The test consisted in generating, for 60 seconds, a limit of 100 simultaneous calls at a
rate of 8 calls per second from SIPp to an Asterisk SIP extension number using the G.711
Codec. This call rate was the maximum supported by our test environment without
dropping any calls in a regular Ethernet communication. For this test we did not increased
the Linux’s open file descriptors limit.
The command used to generate SIP calls from SIPp was:
./sipp -sf uac_pcap.xml -d 20000 -s 1001 192.168.40.8 -l 100 -r 8

Figure 6.7. SIPp Performance

Figure 6.7 depicts the SIPp performance. Tests categories 1-Ethernet and 2-PSPnoENC-noHMAC had a 100% of successful calls. In the case of the proposed Packet
Security Protocol and the developed program (3-PSP-FULL), only 9 calls out of 485 failed
for a total of 98.14% of successful calls.
Average mean and max jitter per call, as calculated by Wireshark, are shown in Figure
6.8. For all test categories, jitter remained under the limits of 40 ms required for a good
call quality [40].
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Figure 6.8. Average Calculated Jitter Per Call

System performance is not highly impacted. As shown in Figure 6.9, the developed
program used a maximum of 27.4 % of CPU time (3-PSP-FULL). Due to the fact that the
network transfer rate was relatively low (586 KB/Sec), PSP didn’t have to encrypt/decrypt
and calculate the HMAC values of too many packets. More details on transfer rate are
explained in Figure 6.12.

Figure 6.9. CPU Usage of Asterisk and PSP

Figures 6.10 and 6.11 show the memory used by Asterisk and the developed program.
For categories 2-PSP-noENC-noHMAC and 3-PSP-FULL, Asterisk used 6,000 KB less
than the memory used in category 1-Ethernet. The developed program used 3,204 KB of
memory, out of which approximately 2,976 correspond to the encryption/decryption and
HMAC modules. This value was calculated by subtracting the memory usage of the
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developed program in category 2-PSP-noENC-noHMAC from the memory used in
category 3-PSP-FULL.

Figure 6.10. Asterisk Memory Usage

Figure 6.11. PSP Memory Usage During the VoIP Test
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Figure 6.12. VoIP Transfer Rate in Bytes/Second

Transfer rate, as depicted in Figure 6.12, remained the same over time for all
categories. As previously mentioned in this section, the transfer rate is approximately 586
KB/Sec. Such a low flow of packets didn’t put too much effort on the CPU to process all
the information.
6.2.3. Skype
On this test, we measured the performance of the proposed Packet Security Protocol on
video and voice over IP applications. We decided to use Skype for this purpose.
Our test scenario was shown in Figure 5.2, section 5.3.1 and involved a host
establishing a Skype video conference with another host over the Internet. Only one of the
hosts was protected with the proposed Packet Security Protocol. Both hosts were
connected to the Internet using a DSL connection with a downstream bandwidth of 3Mbps
and upstream bandwidth of 768 Kbps.
Due to limitations of the hardware, operating system and virtual environment used for
this test, the virtual machine protected by the proposed Packet Security Protocol was able
to receive audio and video from the remote host, and it was able transmit audio but not
video.
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Figure 6.13. Skype Network Performance

The network performance of Skype is depicted in Figure 6.13. We observed that
transfer rate was better in categories 2-PSP-noENC-noHMAC and 3-PSP-FULL, but this
network performance increment is not related to any advantage of the proposed protocol.

Figure 6.14. CPU Usage of Skype, PSP and PSP in the Router

The CPU usage remained very low along all test categories. Figure 6.14 shows a usage
of 2.9% of CPU time on the Router and 2% on the host in category 3-PSP-FULL. Skype
CPU usage remained almost the same in all test categories.
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Figure 6.15. Skype Memory Usage

Figure 6.16. PSP Memory Usage in the Host and in the Router During the SkypeTest

The memory usage of Skype and PSP was not impacted by any of the test categories.
As shown in Figure 6.15, Skype memory usage increased less than 1% in test category
3-PSP-FULL. This is the result of the increased transfer rate already shown in Figure 6.13.
As seen in Figure 6.16, memory usage of the developed program remained the same in
all test categories.
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Figure 6.17. Skype Transfer Rate in Bytes/Second

Figure 6.17 depicts the Skype transfer rate for all test categories. We observed that it
remained almost the same over time, showing very similar results to the ones attained in
the VoIP test. Low transfer rates didn’t put too much effort on the developed program and
helped to keep the CPU usage at low percentages.
6.2.4. IPERF-TCP
This test measured the performance of the TCP protocol protected with the Packet
Security Protocol.
To complete this test, we used Iperf with all default settings:


TCP Window Size = 85.3 Kbytes.



Test duration = 10 seconds.

We used the following commands to set the Iperf TCP server and generate TCP traffic
from the client:


Set the Iperf TCP server: Iperf –s



Generate TCP traffic from the client to the server: Iperf –c 192.168.40.8
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Figure 6.18. Iperf TCP Performance

Figure 6.18 depicts the TCP performance and total data transferred on each test
category as measured by Iperf. We used test category 1-Ethernet as our baseline for all
other results. In this scenario, test results of categories 3-PSP-noENC-noHMAC and
4-PSP-FULL showed a very low performance compared to test category 1-Ethernet. Our
developed program (test category 4-PSP-FULL) had only 3.42% of the network
performance of our baseline while test category 3-PSP-noENC-noHMAC only had
30.69%. These results are very different to our findings on the previous tests, but what was
slightly suggested before about the developed program in the ARP-ICMP tests, can be
confirmed now: the higher the network traffic, the lower the network performance is.
This test gave us much information about the performance of the Proposed Packet
Security protocol and the developed program. Test results of category
3-PSP-noENC-noHMAC showed that running the application in user space drastically
impacted, in almost 70%, the network performance. This condition worsened when
encryption/decryption and HMAC algorithms were used, negatively impacting the network
performance in almost 97%.
The developed program (test category 4-PSP-FULL) not only resulted in a low
network performance, but in a high CPU usage as well. As seen in Figure 6.19, it used
more than 90% of CPU time in test category 4-PSP-FULL. From this test result we were
able to estimate that high network traffic protected by PSP will result in high CPU usage
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due to the fact that the developed application will have to encrypt/decrypt and calculate
HMAC values at a very high speed.
Test category 2-Ethernet-TOE-Enabled resulted in a 92.35% of the network
performance of our baseline as shown in Figure 6.18, but if we observe the CPU usage in
Figure 6.19, Iperf only used 11% of CPU time compared to 99% of our baseline category
1-Ethernet.

Figure 6.19. CPU Usage of Iperf-TCP and PSP

Figure 6.20. Iperf-TCP Memory Usage
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Iperf memory usage didn’t change on any of the test categories, except on category
2-Ethernet-TOE-Enabled, which presents a slightly variance of 4 Kbytes as shown in
Figure 6.20.

Figure 6.21. PSP Memory Usage During the Ipert-TCP Test

Figure 6.21 depicts the memory used by the developed program. Test categories
3-PSP-noENC-noHMAC and 4-PSP-FULL helped us to determine the impact on memory
usage caused by the encryption, decryption and HMAC modules. As observed, there is a
memory usage difference of 4,056 Kbytes between both test categories, and it is because of
the effort of the developed program to encrypt, decrypt and calculate the HMAC values of
all protected packets.

Figure 6.22. Iperf-TCP Transfer Rate in Bytes/Second
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Iperf-TCP transfer rate is depicted in Figure 6.22. Test categories 1-Ethernet and
2-Ethernet-TOE-Enabled presented a variable transfer rate over time: It started slow,
achieved and sustained its maximum for a prolonged period and then started to drop until
the transmission was finished. This behavior is completely normal for an environment
controlled by TCP and where data is delivered fast enough to the kernel. Test category
3-PSP-noENC-noHMAC presented a similar behavior but with a reduced transfer rate.
What seemed to be different was test category 4-PSP-FULL. Transfer rate was almost the
same since the beginning of the transmission until the end; however, the application could
not deliver data fast enough to the kernel due to the high usage of CPU time.
6.2.4.1. Round Trip Time

1-Ethernet

2-Ethernet – TOE Enabled

3-PSP-noENC-noHMAC

4-PSP-FULL

Figure 6.23. Iperf-TCP Round Trip Time
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Round Trip Time, as measured by WireShark, is the time it takes for a packet to be
transmitted by the client and acknowledged by the server [41]. Figure 6.23 depicts the RTT
graph for each test category, and from this, we could observe a very interesting behavior in
the TCP transmission.
Test category 4-PSP-FULL presented a repetitive pattern of long-vertical lines every
certain amount of transmitted packets. The same pattern could be observed in the RTT
graph of test category 3-PSP-noENC-noHMAC; however, test categories 1-Ethernet and
2-Ethernet-TOE-Enabled showed different patterns. The long-vertical lines represent
sequential duplicate ACK packets sent by the Ipert-TCP server because some TCP packets
were lost during the transmission.
Table 6.1. Duplicate ACK Packets on Each Test Category for Iperf-TCP
Percentage of Duplicate

Captured Packets

Duplicate ACK Packets

1-Ethernet

244,090

2

0.0008%

2-Ethernet-TOE-Enabled

137,137

31

0.023%

3-PSP-noENC-noHMAC

823,317

5,335

0.648%

4-PSP-FULL

103,417

875

0.846%

ACK Packets

We observed, as shown in Table 6.1, that duplicate ACK packets increased in each test
category. In our test scenario, packet loss could occur mainly for two reasons: There was
either a transmission problem caused by a faulty medium (air, wire, fiber), or data from the
TCP receiving buffer couldn’t be extracted fast enough to receive new data. We decided to
discard the faulty medium because our test environment was 100% virtualized, which led
us to conclude that the loss of packets was a result of the CPU not being able to process the
affected bytes on time. There are other consequences derived from this situation that will
be explained later, as for example, the TCP window scaling.
If we go back to Figure 6.19, we’ll see that test categories 3-PSP-noENC-noHMAC
and 4-PSP-FULL were very CPU intensive. In the case of test categories 1-Ethernet and
2-Ethernet-TOE-Enabled we could get confused with the fact that test category 1-Ethernet
was more CPU intensive than test category 2-Ethernet-TOE-Enabled; however, the CPU of
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the network card can’t process large loads of data as fast as the CPU of the computer
system.
6.2.4.2. Time/Sequence

1-Ethernet

2-Ethernet – TOE Enabled

3-PSP-noENC-noHMAC

4-PSP-FULL

Figure 6.24. Iperf-TCP Time/Sequence

The Time/Sequence graph for all test categories showed a very stable transmission, as
depicted in Figure 6.24.
The graph in test categories 1-Ethernet, 2-Ethernet-TOE-Enabled and 3-PSP-noENCnoHMAC presented a gap or interruption; however, this was the inability of WireShark to
capture all packets in the data communication process, and not a pause in the data
transmission.
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All test categories presented an upward trend that is more stable in test category
4-PSP-FULL.
6.2.4.3. Throughput

1-Ethernet

2-Ethernet – TOE Enabled

3-PSP-noENC-noHMAC

4-PSP-FULL

Figure 6.25. Iperf-TCP Throughput

All test categories had a very consistent throughput, as depicted in Figure 6.25. Test
category 4-PSP-FULL had a transfer rate between 9 and 11 MB/second with some
sequential packets with a reduced throughput and a drip like pattern. Throughput remained
stable in all test categories and can be considered normal, with no anomalies observed.
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6.2.4.4. TCP Window Scaling – Server Side

1-Ethernet

2-Ethernet – TOE Enabled

3-PSP-noENC-noHMAC

4-PSP-FULL

Figure 6.26. Iperf-TCP Window Scaling – Server Side

The server’s TCP window scaling for all test categories is shown in Figure 6.26. The
TCP receive window size is the amount of bytes TCP can receive before sending an
acknowledge packet [42]. This value varies during the transmission of packets and depends
greatly on the stability of the communication and the capacity of the hosts to process the
bytes. Based on the previous definition, there are two aspects we have to analyze:
maximum achieved window size and window size variation over time.
Test category 4-PSP-FULL reached a maximum TCP receiving window size of
480,000 bytes. This is a small window compared to the size of the TCP receiving window
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of test categories 1-Ethernet and 2-Ethernet-TOE-Enabled, which reached a maximum of
3,100,000 bytes. This reduction means that the developed program (test category
4-PSP-FULL) required more processing of packets, just as we saw in Figure 6.19, and
couldn’t open the receiving window much more. Test category 3-PSP-noENC-noHMAC
presented a maximum TCP window size of 1,200,000 bytes; even though, this result was
not as low as test category 4-PSP-FULL, it told us that the efficiency of the program
resulted in a serious performance degradation, just as we saw with each one of the factors
previously analyzed for the Iperf-TCP test.
All tests showed a constant increment of the window size over time with only some
negative variations. It means that the communication process was affected by the capacity
of the hosts to process all the received data, and by how fast they could empty their buffers
to fill them up with new bytes. Test category 4-PSP-FULL had the most stable window
size variation compared to the other test categories. The window size variations of this test
category are consistent with the long vertical lines observed in the Round Trip Time graph
of test category 4-PSP-FULL in Figure 6.23. Figure 6.27 shows a clear view of what has
been said.

Figure 6.27. Iperf-TCP Window Scaling – Server Side vs. RTT of Test Category 4-PSP-FULL
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6.2.5. IPERF-UDP
UDP is an unreliable transport protocol that doesn’t guarantee the delivery of data.
Unlike TCP, it doesn’t use flow control, congestion control or any other process to
guarantee an efficient transport of bytes; however, this lack of control translate into faster
communications especially for real time protocols.
This test measured the performance of the UDP protocol protected by proposed Packet
Security Protocol.
We used Iperf with all default settings to perform our tests:


UDP Buffer Size = 208 Kbytes.



Test duration = 10 seconds.

We used the following commands to set the Iperf UDP server and generate UDP traffic
from the client:


Set the Iperf UDP server:
Iperf –s -u



Generate UDP traffic from the client to the server:
Iperf –c 192.168.40.8 –u –b 1000m

Figure 6.28. Iperf UDP Performance

UDP performance and total data transferred on each test category, as measured by
Iperf, are shown in Figure 6.28. As in the Iperf-TCP test, we used test category 1-Ethernet
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as our baseline for all other results. The outcomes of this test are consistent with the results
obtained in Iperf-TCP; test results of categories 2-PSP-noENC-noHMAC and
3-PSP-FULL showed a low performance compared to test category 1-Ethernet. Our
developed program (test category 3-PSP-FULL) had 8.25% of the network performance of
our baseline while test category 2-PSP-noENC-noHMAC, got much better results by
having a 61.25% of the network performance of test category 1-Ethernet.

Figure 6.29. CPU Usage of Iperf-UDP and PSP

The CPU time used by our developed program while protecting the network traffic
with Packet Security Protocol, remained high for this test as is depicted in Figure 6.29.
This is the result of encrypting/decrypting and calculating HMAC values at a very high
speed.

Figure 6.30. Ipetf-UDP Memory Usage
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Iperf memory usage, as depicted in Figure 6.30, didn’t change on any of the test
categories; however, Figure 6.31 shows that the memory used by our developed program
varied for each one of the test categories. This difference in memory utilization depends
greatly on the amount of data that passes through the encryption/decryption and HMAC
modules of the program.

Figure 6.31. PSP Memory Usage During the Ipert-UDP Test

Figure 6.32. UDP Lost Datagrams

Due to the connectionless nature of the UDP protocol, it is expected to have certain
loss of data during transmission. We observed that the percentage of lost Datagrams, as
shown in Figure 6.32, was remarkably high (33.06%) in test category
2-PSP-noENC-noHMAC. This high percentage of lost datagrams didn’t occur with the full
implementation of the developed program in test category 3-PSP-FULL. This behavior in
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test category 2-PSP-noENC-noHMAC is more likely to be the result of inefficiency in
some module of the developed program.

Figure 6.33. Jitter in the Iperf-UDP Test

Jitter for this UDP test, as measured by Iperf, is depicted in Figure 6.33. Test categories
2-PSP-noENC-noHMAC presented a very high Jitter compared to test categories
1-Ethernet and 3-PSP-FULL, and as explained above, it could be due to an inefficiency of
some module of the developed program; however, the result obtained by the full
implementation of PSP in test category 3-PSP-FULL indicates that doesn’t seem to present
any inconvenient for real time applications.

Figure 6.34. Iperf-UDP Transfer Rate in Bytes/Second

Iperf-UDP transfer rate is depicted in Figure 6.34. Test categories 1-Ethernet and
2-PSP-noENC-noHMAC presented a variable transfer rate over time; a behavior that,
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according to the depicted graphs, is normal for this kind of UDP communication. Test
category 3-PSP-FULL presented a very stable transfer rate that is almost static from the
beginning to the end of the communication.
6.2.6. SCP
In our previous tests we analyzed different protocols and services protected by our
proposed Packet Security Protocol: We tested ARP, ICMP, VoIP and Skype as protocols
and services that didn’t require too much bandwidth. We also used Iperf as a tool to test
the performance of the TCP and UDP protocols using as much bandwidth as possible.
This section presents an analysis of the network and system performance of the Packet
Security Protocol while protecting a file transfer using SCP, a protocol that uses SSH to
protect the transfer of files from a client to a server [43]. SCP by itself doesn’t offer any
protection mechanism; this is a function handled by SSH.
For this test, we created a dummy file of 200 MB using the following command:
dd if=/dev/zero of=dummyfile bs=209715200 count=1

The file was transferred from the client machine to the server using this command:
scp dummyfile root@192.168.40.8:/root/Desktop

Figure 6.35. SCP Network Performance
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The network performance of the SCP protocol for each test category is depicted in
Figure 6.35. There were two things out of these results that brought our attention: a) The
network performance was very low compared to the Iperf-TCP or Iperf-UDP results, and
b) The network performance was the same in test categories 1-Ethernet,
2-Ethernet-TOE-Enabled and 3-PSP-noENC-noHMAC.
The SCP protocol adds a new processing layer to the data transfer process, and it is the
SSH protocol. In order to secure data, SCP relies on SSH to encrypt each byte in user
space. This translates into high CPU usage due to the encryption process used by SSH, as
can be observed in Figure 6.36.

Figure 6.36. PSP, SSH and SCP CPU Usage

The SSH process used 95% and 90% of CPU time during test categories 1-Ethernet
and 2-Ethernet-TOE-Enabled. If we compare the results of both test categories, we can see
that the there is almost no difference between them and that the TCP offloading engine
didn’t have any effect because the kernel of the operating system didn’t offload data to the
network card.
The CPU usage of the SSH process is still high in test category
3-PSP-noENC-noHMAC. It used 81% of CPU time while our developed program without
the encryption/decryption and HMAC modules only used 21%. Test category 4-PSP-FULL
presented different results for all processes, where SSH used about 15% of CPU time and
our developed program used 78%.
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SCP used 4% of CPU time during test categories 1-Ethernet and
2-Ethernet-TOE-Enabled, 3% during test category 3-PSP-noENC-noHMAC and less than
1% during test category 4-PSP-FULL.

Figure 6.37. SSH Memory Usage

SSH memory usage didn’t vary much from one test category to the other, as shown in
Figure 6.37. The only test category where SSH had a reduced memory usage was in
2-Ethernet-TOE-Enabled, consuming 6,416 KB compared to 7,096 in other test categories.

Figure 6.38. SCP Memory Usage
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SCP memory usage was the same on each test category. As depicted in Figure 6.38, the
only difference was in 2-Ethernet-TOE-Enabled, where it used 4 KB of memory more than
the memory used in the other test categories.

Figure 6.39. PSP Memory Usage During the SCP Test

As depicted in Figure 6.39, PSP memory usage on test category
3-PSP-noENC-noHMAC was only 352 KB; however, just as we observed on the Iperf
TCP and UDP tests, memory used by PSP increased to more than 4,400 KB on test
category 4-PSP-FULL, which is a direct result of the encryption/decryption and calculation
of the HMAC values done by our developed program.

Figure 6.40. SCP Transfer Rate in Bytes/Sec
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SCP transfer rate is depicted in Figure 6.40 and is very similar to the pattern observed
in the Iperf TCP and UDP tests. While test categories 1-Ethernet, 2-Ethernet-TOE-Enabled
and 3-PSP-noENC-noHMAC presented a variable transfer rate over time, SCP transfer rate
on test category 4-PSP-FULL presented almost no variation at all.
6.2.6.1. Round Trip Time

1-Ethernet

2-Ethernet – TOE Enabled

3-PSP-noENC-noHMAC

4-PSP-FULL

Figure 6.41. SCP Round Trip Time

The SCP Round Trip Time for each test category can be observed in Figure 6.41. Test
category 4-PSP-FULL presented a repetitive pattern of long-vertical lines every certain
amount of transmitted packets. The same pattern was observed on the same test category in
the Ipert-TCP RTT graph (Figure 6.23).
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Just as explained in section 6.2.4.1, the long-vertical lines represent sequential
duplicate ACK packets sent by, in this case, the SCP server because some TCP packets
were lost during the transmission.
Table 6.2. Duplicate ACK Packets on Each Test Category for SCP
Percentage of Duplicate

Captured Packets

Duplicate ACK Packets

1-Ethernet

23,320

0

0%

2-Ethernet-TOE-Enabled

24,677

0

0%

3-PSP-noENC-noHMAC

132,133

228

0.173%

4-PSP-FULL

223,188

1695

0.759%

ACK Packets

Interesting information about duplicate ACK packets is shown in Table 6.2. There
were no duplicate ACK packets in test categories 1-Ethernet and 2-Ethernet-TOE-Enabled;
however, we had some in test categories 3-PSP-noENC-noHMAC and 4-PSP-FULL. What
is really important about the information disclosed in this table, is the percentage of
duplicate ACK packets observed in test category 4-PSP-FULL (0.759%), which is close to
the percentage of duplicate ACK packets (Table 6.1) under the same test category in the
Iperf-TCP test (0.846%).
According to these statistics, we can conclude that under high network usage and
intensive use of the CPU, our developed program will always present the same repetitive
pattern of long-vertical lines every certain amount of transmitted packets, and
approximately the same percentage of duplicate ACK packets. We can also conclude that
this behavior of repetitive patterns is not related to the proposed Packet Security Protocol;
but to a deficiency in the developed program to better balance the use of the CPU. We
support this last conclusion with the fact that test category 3-PSP-noENC-noHMAC, as
observed in Figure 6.41, didn’t present the repetitive pattern reflected in test category
4-PSP-FULL, contrary to what occurred on both test categories in Figure 6.23 of the
Iperf-TCP test.
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6.2.6.2. Time/Sequence

1-Ethernet

2-Ethernet – TOE Enabled

3-PSP-noENC-noHMAC

4-PSP-FULL

Figure 6.42. SCP Time/Sequence

The SCP Time/Sequence graph showed a very stable transmission, as depicted in
Figure 6.42, but what we want to explain is the gap shown in the graphs of each test
category.
First off, let’s give a general explanation of the transmission process before going into
specific details.
The first step in the transmission of data using the SCP protocol is the establishment of
a SSH session between a client and a server. In the process of establishing this SSH
session, the client and the server inform each other about the SSH version that both can
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use, exchange session settings like encryption and compression algorithms, and agree on a
session key to encrypt the rest of the communication. In the case of SSHv2, once the
session key has been established the protocol can, as an optional feature, do a reverse DNS
lookup to map the IP address of the client to a hostname and confirm that the hostname can
resolve back to the IP address of the client [44].
In our test scenario, we used OpenSSH and by default, it comes with the reverse DNS
lookup option enabled “UseDNS yes” [44]. The server sent a query to the multicast DNS
address 224.0.0.251 asking for the FQDN of the ip address of the client; however, we
didn’t set up a DNS server to respond to reverse DNS queries. As a result, there is a long
gap right after the session key agreement, as it is shown on the time/sequence graphs of
each one of the test categories in Figure 6.42. Once the reverse DNS queries timed out, and
the client-server authentication process was completed, the SCP protocol started up the
transmission of data.
Now that we understand the reason of the gap in Figure 6.42, we can analyze its
specific details in each test category.
Test categories 1-Ethernet and 2-Ethernet-TOE-Enabled had a gap of around 3.5
seconds. That is the time it took to SSH to try to resolve the client ip address to a
hostname; however, it took longer on test categories 3-PSP-noENC-noHMAC and
4-PSP-FULL to time out after not receiving any reverse DNS resolution (approximately 8
and 10.2 seconds respectively). Even after repeating this test several times, we always got
similar results.
We have seen that the more network traffic is protected using the proposed Packet
Security Protocol, the higher the CPU usage is. As a result, data transmission takes longer
than if it were not protected with PSP; however, in the case of a revere DNS lookup, the
CPU usage is insignificant and there is no apparent reason for the SSH protocol to take too
long before timing out, as in the case of test categories 3-PSP-noENC-noHMAC and
4-PSP-FULL. We couldn’t find a reason for this behavior.
We wanted to see the behavior of the SCP transmission protected by our PSP, but
without the delay added by the SSH option of doing a reverse DNS lookup. For this
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purpose we ran a new test modifying the configuration of OpenSSH “UseDNS no” to stop
using DNS. The result of the test is shown in Figure 6.43, with no evidence of lost packets
or significant time/sequence variation.

Figure 6.43. SCP Time/Sequence Graph in Test Category 4-PSP-FULL with no Reverse DNS Lookup
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6.2.6.3. Throughput

1-Ethernet

2-Ethernet – TOE Enabled

3-PSP-noENC-noHMAC

4-PSP-FULL
Figure 6.44. SCP Throughput

Figure 6.44 shows the SCP throughput. It remained stable in all test categories and can
be considered normal, with no anomalies observed.
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6.2.6.4. TCP Window Scaling – Server Side

1-Ethernet

2-Ethernet – TOE Enabled

3-PSP-noENC-noHMAC

4-PSP-FULL

Figure 6.45. SCP TCP Window Scaling – Server Side

The server’s TCP window scaling of all test categories is depicted in Figure 6.45. Test
category 4-PSP-FULL reached a maximum TCP receiving window size of 500,000 bytes.
This value is higher than size reached by test categories 2-Ethernet-TOE-Enabled and
3-PSP-noENC-noHMAC, with a maximum TCP receiving window size of 480,000 and
460,000 bytes respectively. Test category 1-Ethernet reached a maximum TCP receiving
window size of 520,000 bytes.
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Test categories 1-Ethernet, 2-Ethernet-TOE-Enabled and 3-PSP-noENC-noHMAC
presented high variations in the size of the TCP receiving window, and were more
inconsistent in test categories 2-Ethernet-TOE-Enabled and 3-PSP-noENC-noHMAC;
however, test category 4-PSP-FULL presented a very stable window size with just a few
variations.

Figure 6.46. SCP Window Scaling – Server Side vs. RTT of Test Category 4-PSP-FULL

The sudden drop of the TCP receiving window size observed in test category
4-PSP-FULL as small dots, is consistent with the long vertical lines observed in the
Round Trip Time graph of test category 4-PSP-FULL in Figure 6.41, as it is shown in
Figure 6.46. This same behavior was observed in the Iperf-TCP test.
6.2.7. Conclusions of the Performance Analysis
The tests we ran to different network protocols showed interesting results based on
their bandwidth utilization. The Packet Security Protocol presented a low processing
overhead on the hosts running the protocol while protecting ARP, ICMP, VoIP and Skype
communication. Network performance was not affected at all. The low transfer rates of
these protocols didn’t put too much effort on the developed program and helped to keep
the CPU usage at low percentages. PSP can perfectly protect any low bandwidth
communication without affecting network or CPU performance.
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The results were completely different on protocols that demanded as much bandwidth
as possible. Network transfer rate and CPU performance was highly impacted on the IperfTCP, Iperf-UDP and SCP tests because of the extra processing required by the cypher
algorithms. High network traffic protected with PSP will result in high CPU usage due to
the fact that the developed application will have to encrypt/decrypt data and calculate
HMAC values at a very high speed.
Test results also showed that TCP Offloading Engines used in today’s network cards
will be rendered useless in a TCP communication protected with PSP, unless the firmware
of these engines can be updated to use our proposed protocol.
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7. CONCLUSION
IP communication in a wired Ethernet network can be compromised if the EtherType
field of an Ethernet frame, the IP header or the IP payload is transmitted unencrypted or
without integrity protection. In order to protect the entire IP communication in these
networks, it is necessary to increase security at the OSI’s layer 2 level by offering
confidentiality protection to the EtherType field of the Ethernet frame and the encapsulated
IP packet, and integrity protection to the entire Ethernet frame.
In this thesis, we proposed a new layer 2 protocol called Packet Security Protocol
(PSP) to protect the confidentiality, integrity and authenticity of the IP communication in a
wired Ethernet network. Our proposed solution was designed for flexibility, allowing the
use of multiple encryption and hashing algorithms as well as multiple digital certificate
standards.
We ran several tests to analyze the security characteristics and performance impact of
our proposed solution; the test results demonstrated that the Packet Security Protocol can
effectively protect the network communication between two hosts and avoid network
attacks based on packet injection, data tampering or information disclosed not only by IP
packets, but by any protocol encapsulated into the layer 2 frames because the original
EtherType field and the layer 3 data is encrypted, and the entire Ethernet frame is integrity
protected. It was also demonstrated that the choice of a vulnerable cipher increases the
chances of breaking the confidentiality protection offered by our protocol, as was the case
of our experiments with a Block cipher in ECB mode. The test results also showed that
high network traffic protected with our solution can result in reduced network transfer rates
and high CPU utilization due to the processing overhead imposed by the
encryption/decryption of data and the integrity check calculation. Our findings also
indicated that TCP Offloading Engines used in today’s network cards will be rendered
useless in a TCP communication protected with PSP, unless the firmware of these engines
can be updated to use our proposed protocol.
Applying security to data communication in a Network environment can result in a
trade-off that is mostly reflected in increased network administrative tasks, money
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investment and reduced network or host performance. Security must be thoroughly
analyzed based on the real needs of the business and the different information security
risks it can be exposed to.
7.1. Future Work
In this thesis, we developed a computer program in C++ to demonstrate the proof of
concept of our proposed Packet Security Protocol; however, the program code is not
optimized for performance and depends 100% on third party crypto libraries to perform
cryptographic functions. It was also designed to be executed in user space, which also
limits the performance of the program. Future work on this topic includes the following:


Review the program source code and optimization for network and system
performance. This optimization includes the customization of third party crypto
libraries or the design of a new one that can be fully integrated and adjusted to
cover the crypto purpose of the program.



More work must be done in the development of the PSP Session Establishment
Protocol and support for Digital Certificates.



The computer program should be designed to be run also in Kernel space.



We proved the concept of Packet Security Protocol in a Linux Operating System. A
new computer program must be developed to be used as a fully functional
implementation of our solution in all operating systems.

The Packet Security Protocol needs to be tested in existing network hardware, such as
Network Routers and Layer 3 Switches. An interesting approach to achieve this goal could
be the use of Software Defined Networking and OpenFlow.
Future work also includes doing more research on the behavior of certain protocols
protected with our solution. During our tests, SSH presented a longer Reverse DNS lookup
delay when protected with PSP compared to the regular Reverse DNS lookup delay when
SSH was not protected with our solution. The results of this test were explained in section
6.2.6.2, but we couldn’t find the reason for this behavior.
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Even though, we designed the Packet Security Protocol to protect wired Ethernet
networks, we believe that the concept is perfectly exportable to protect data
communication over other layer 2 protocols.
Much more work related to our proposed solution will result in the future, but it will
depend on the success of its implementation and the interest presented by other
researchers.
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